Virtues to Live By

Theological and moral virtues help us to live as Christians. As we practice these virtues, or habits, they become easier to live by.

**Down**

1. The _______ MORAL _______ virtues help us to avoid sin.

2. The _______ THEOLOGICAL _______ virtues connect us with the Trinity.

3. Good habits are called _______ VIRTUES _______.

4. We practice _______ JUSTICE _______ by treating others fairly.

5. Using _______ PRUDENCE _______ helps us to make good decisions.

6. We show _______ FORTITUDE _______ when we have the courage to do what is right.

7. By _______ FAITH _______ we believe in God and God’s revelations.

8. Through the love we show for God and others we practice _______ CHARITY _______.

9. We have _______ HOPE _______ when we look forward to everlasting happiness.

10. By doing things in moderation we develop _______ TEMPERANCE _______.

**Across**

3. Good habits are called _______ VIRTUES _______.

6. We show _______ FORTITUDE _______ when we have the courage to do what is right.

8. Through the love we show for God and others we practice _______ CHARITY _______.

Parents and Catechists: Virtues are good habits that show our openness to the many opportunities we have to respond to the needs of others. Discuss special ways to live out individual theological and moral virtues.